DOUBLE OR NOTHING
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Patrick Berry

ACROSS
1 Soft-drink company based in Atlanta
9 Dance craze of 1995
15 Used a colander
16 Product often packed in oil
17 Necktie knot type
18 Pull back the curtain, say
19 Put lids back on Tupperware
20 Having exactly two choices
22 Norse god who carries Mjöllnir
23 Period of no growth
26 Very brief moments
28 White powder used to make soap
30 Quite small
31 Steadily persevering
34 Muralist Diego
36 Soccer player who holds the record for the most international goals
37 Poker player’s maxim coined by Mickey MacDougall
40 Southwestern geographical feature
41 Fail miserably, in slang
42 Nagged at
43 Mountain climber’s helper
47 Early period in human development
49 Made the putt
53 Had markers out
54 Word on many scoreboards
56 Speck
57 On the move
59 Pump full of gas, perhaps
62 Annoyance in the kitchen
63 Glands near the kidneys
64 Dazed state
65 Very small planes

DOWN
1 It’s larger than a grove
2 Part of a large meal
3 WWII prison camp
4 Genesis character
5 Mrs. Dithers’s first name, in “Blondie”
6 Native of a particular place
7 70s-80s TV actor Michael
8 ___ Mode of “The Incredibles”
9 Most like an adult
10 Singing housepet
11 End of many a workday
12 Pi is one, and one is another
13 Patriot who is the official state hero of Connecticut
14 Like some store-bought roses
21 Create something new
24 Dessert filled with custard cream
25 1968 and 1984 World Series Champions
27 Give the wrong name to
29 Head doctor
31 Asker of many questions
32 Not merely bad
33 Did pre-exercise stretches
35 They often go around the bend
38 Declining mental state
39 Stare with incredulity
44 Getting a road ready
46 Perfectly accurate
48 With no problems
50 Give to charity
51 People don’t stay in them for long
52 Says
55 Asian staple
58 Try to win
60 Deep mud
61 Greek goddess of the earth
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